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Whenever we visit some place or go on a business meeting, we prefer to stay in places that are
comfortable, provide conveyance and we can make the most of our time while staying there. There
are various types of hotels in India if luxury plus comfort are on top of your priority list and one of
them is the heritage hotels.

Why Heritage Hotels Are Popular?

The reasons for popularity of these heritage hotels are infinite. Some may like it for pleasure, some
may like the old-world feel, and some may just be there to experience â€œlife king size!â€•

Staying in Heritage Hotels to Experience the Royal Life Of the Maharajas and the Britons

A majority of heritage hotels are usually properties of the bygone era of kinship and novelty. Others
are part of some government heritage building deals. What we must understand is that these hotels
are refurbished and maintained exactly the way it was. Though, modern facilities are added to aid
the guest, the hotels still retain antique furniture and ambience of royalty. The fact is, royalty
attracts, and its makes the guest feels important amongst the other nobility. Each thing in the
heritage hotels is done in a grand scale, and each little event is held with much gusto.

The appearance too, is maintained like the palace. The rooms provide exquisite views and the
suites come with the royal touch itself. From specialized expensive furniture, to stain furnishings, the
hotel room becomes no less than a mini palace. People enjoy the attention they get in these hotels,
and enjoy themselves to the fullest extent. 

The accommodation is royally done and cuisine is not far behind. The visitors love the royal
arrangements provided to them and gorge on the delicacies. Most of these hotels come with
specialized kitchens that are focused on serving the guests the best food. The staff of these hotels
ensures that each guest receives a feel of warmth and welcome. The heritage hotels are usually
decked up and go over the top with the services; the heritage hotels would always charm their
visitors.

Accommodation and food are the two great important things that a visitor would seek. The
lavishness and luxuriousness that one gets after staying in heritage hotels often attract the guests to
visit the place again. The feel of the royalty oozes from each little corner.

If we talk about heritage hotels in India â€“ two names Umaid Bhavan Palace Jodhpur and Hotel
Windamere in Darjeeling must be mentioned.
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he have visited and cherished. In this article he writes about his experiences about the a heritage
hotels that have made an everlasting impact on him.
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